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ABSTRACT: Ferroelectric flux-closures are very promising in
high-density storage and other nanoscale electronic devices.
To make the data bits addressable, the nanoscale flux-closures
are required to be periodic via a controlled growth. Although
flux-closure quadrant arrays with 180° domain walls
perpendicular to the interfaces (V-closure) have been observed
in strained ferroelectric PbTiO3 films, the flux-closure
quadrants therein are rather asymmetric. In this work, we
report not only a periodic array of the symmetric flux-closure
quadrants with 180° domain walls parallel to the interfaces (H-closure) but also a large scale alternative stacking of the V- and H-
closure arrays in PbTiO3/SrTiO3 multilayers. On the basis of a combination of aberration-corrected scanning transmission
electron microscopic imaging and phase field modeling, we establish the phase diagram in the layer-by-layer two-dimensional
arrays versus the thickness ratio of adjacent PbTiO3 films, in which energy competitions play dominant roles. The manipulation
of these flux-closures may stimulate the design and development of novel nanoscale ferroelectric devices with exotic properties.

KEYWORDS: Ferroelectric oxide, PbTiO3, flux-closure domain, aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscope,
phase field modeling

Topological defects such as vortices in superconductors/
superfluids/ferroics, domain walls in ferroics, and

dislocations/disclinations in crystalline/liquid crystals have
attracted great attention due to their nontrivial mechanical,
electronic, magnetic behaviors and potential applications in
nanoscale device engineering.1−7 A ferroelectric vortex state is a
kind of exotic topological state generally discussed in low
dimensional ferroelectric materials. This state could possess
peculiar properties, for example, an enhanced electronic
conductivity at vortex cores as revealed in BiFeO3 thin films.3

They have become a subject of intensive interest8−22 since the
initial predictions in BaTiO3 and PbZrxTi1−xO3 nanostructures
about ten years ago.23,24 Using piezoelectric force microscopy,
“closed” domain patterns have been frequently observed in
ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3 single crystals or nanodots,
BiFeO3 and PbZrxTi1−xO3 thin films, though they are often
composed of shape-conserved ferroelastic domains.12−14,25

Employing aberration corrected (scanning) transmission
electron microscope ((S)TEM),26,27 continuous dipole rota-
tions, flux-closure quadrants, and symmetrical 4-fold flux-

closure domains were successfully observed in ferroelectric thin
films.28−32

Ferroelectric flux-closures, which exhibit closed head-to-tail
continuous electric dipoles, are very promising in high density
storage, because data storage in these domain patterns may
avoid the problem of “cross-talk”. In order for the data bits to
be addressable, nanoscale flux-closures should be periodic.
Recently, some efforts have been devoted to obtaining periodic
flux-closure or vortex domain arrays, which shed light on the
self-assembly of electronic devices at nanoscale.30,32−34 In 2015,
by incorporating a thin layer of SrTiO3 (STO) to produce an
insulated boundary condition on ferroelectric PbTiO3 (PTO)
thin films grown on GdScO3 (GSO) substrates, Tang et al.
successfully observed periodic vertical flux-closure domain
arrays with 180° domain walls perpendicular to the interface.30

Subsequently, Yadav et al. deposited PTO/STO superlattices
on DyScO3 (DSO) substrates and obtained vortex arrays which
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show periodicity in two dimensions (2D).32 However, in the
out-of-plane direction, the periodicity is relatively undefined:
the locations of vortices of the same chirality seem random in
this direction. The formation of ferroelectric domain structures
is the result of the competition of several energies. In the paper
of Yadav et al.,32 phase field simulations were performed to
compare the total energies of three different domain structures:
a1/a2, vortex, and flux-closure, successfully explaining the
formation condition of vortex array, from the perspective of
energy competition. In this work, we took into account the
giant disclination strain characteristics of flux closure domain
pattern and the fact that the horizontal period of the flux
closures is √2 times of PTO thickness,30 and grew PTO/STO
multilayer films on GSO (001)pc substrates with multiple
periodicities. By controlling the thickness ratio of adjacent PTO
layers, we obtained a 2D distribution of vertical flux-closure
domain arrays (named V domains) in PTO layers of equal
thickness; furthermore, both vertical and horizontal arranged
flux-closure domain arrays (named H domains) with periodic
distribution were observed in adjacent PTO layers when

varying their thickness ratio. These experimental results are
consistent with the phase diagram of domain pattern versus
PTO thickness ratio established by our phase field simulations.
These experimental findings and theoretical understanding will
provide valuable information for the development of novel
nanoscale ferroelectric devices.
PTO is a tetragonal ferroelectric with the lattice parameters

of a = b = 3.90 Å and c = 4.15 Å.35 The schematic of the PTO
crystal structure is shown in Figure S1. Because of the strong
coupling between ferroelectricity and tetragonality in this
classic ferroelectric,36 a PTO layer containing periodical flux-
closure array displays a giant disclination strain, which exerts a
periodical out-of-plane strain state for the film grown on it.30,37

This unique strain state may facilitate a regularly arranged
microstructure. First of all, when a (PTO/STO)n multilayered
structure is fabricated in which all the PTO layers share the
same thickness, each PTO layer may adopt the previous layer’s
strain, making all the PTO layers feature the same flux closure
domain period. This is verified by the experiment result shown
in Figure 1. The thickness of PTO (27 nm) was selected within

Figure 1. Identification of 2D neatly arranged vertical flux-closure quadrants in the (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm))4 multilayered film grown on the
GSO (001)pc substrate. The thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers is 1. (a) A TEM BF image of the PTO/STO multilayered film showing periodic
flux-closure quadrants in both horizontal and vertical directions. (b) An electron diffraction pattern taken from the PTO/STO film. Diffraction spots
“1” and “2” are enlarged and shown in the corresponding insets. Yellow and red arrows indicate the diffusing diffraction spots of c- and a-domains,
respectively. (c) The HAADF-STEM image of the film with the polarization directions (yellow arrows) determined by the lattice rotation analysis
(f). (d−f) GPA analysis of the in-plane lattice strain (d), out-of-plane lattice strain, (e) and in-plane lattice rotation (f) of (c). In (a,c), yellow and
green dashed lines are used to mark PTO/STO interfaces and 90° domain walls, respectively; red and navy blue dashed lines represent 180° domain
walls; yellow arrows show the polarization directions.
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the range of flux-closure formation as proposed by Tang et al.,30

and the thickness of STO layers (4 nm) was selected, which is
thin enough to make sure that the out-of-plane strain generated
by flux-closure domain arrays in the underneath layer could be
transferred into the above PTO layer.
Figure 1a is a bright-field (BF) TEM image showing the

morphology of the (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm))4 film grown
on the GSO (001)pc substrate, where the subscript “4” denotes
four layers of PTO/STO unit. In this image, STO layers show
bright contrast while PTO layers adopt a periodic “V”- and “Λ”-
shaped contrast. This morphology characteristic is similar to
the alternate clockwise and counterclockwise flux-closure
quadrants in multilayer PTO/STO films reported previously.30

Surprisingly, these flux-closures quadrants not only arrange
periodically in one single PTO layer along the horizontal
direction but also in different PTO layers along the vertical
direction, that is, forming a 2D pattern. A selected area electron
diffraction of the film is shown in Figure 1b. The diffraction
spots indicated by white arrows and labeled by “1” and “2” are
enlarged and shown in the corresponding insets. Diffraction
spots of a-domains (red arrows) can be differentiated from
those of c-domains (yellow arrows), because a-domains have
larger in-plane and smaller out-of-plane lattice parameters. Both
a- and c-domain diffraction spots are diffusional due to the
nonuniform strain of flux closure quadrants. To further verify

the flux-closure domain pattern, HAADF-STEM imaging of the
PTO/STO multilayer and corresponding geometric phase
analysis (GPA)38−40 of lattice strains and lattice rotation were
conducted and shown in Figure 1c−f. In the PTO layer, some
bright lines can be traced, as shown in Figure 1c, which are
supposed to be induced by the domain walls of four quadrants
closure domains as the case in ref 30. To clearly reveal the
domains, in-plane and out-of-plane strain maps are shown in
Figure 1d,e, respectively. The a-domains are in red and c-
domains are in green in Figure 1d, while their colors are the
opposite in Figure 1e. Figure 1f shows the corresponding in-
plane lattice rotation map (Rx). It is noted that 180° domain
walls are revealed as short red and blue lines, as indicated by
white and yellow arrows, which represent a positive and a
negative in-plane lattice rotation (the in-plane and out-of-plane
(Ry) lattice rotations are defined in the inset of Figure
1f).30,41−44 These red lines suggest that the polarizations point
downward on the left of a 180° domain wall and upward on the
right, and the case of blue lines is opposite.42−45 According to
the polarization directions around 180° domain walls (shown as
yellow arrows in Figure 1c), we can confirm the alternate
clockwise and counterclockwise flux-closure quadrants. Besides
the (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm))4 film, a (PTO(27 nm)/
STO(4 nm))8 film with eight PTO layers was also grown on
the GSO (001)pc substrate, as shown in the Supporting

Figure 2. Domain configurations in two multilayered PTO/STO films grown on GSO (001)pc substrates with the thickness ratio of 0.75 in adjacent
PTO layers. (a) An HAADF-STEM image of the PTO(24 nm)/STO(4 nm)/PTO(18 nm)/STO(4 nm))2 film and (b) the corresponding in-plane
strain map obtained from GPA. Vertical flux-closure domains can be observed. (c) An HAADF-STEM image of (PTO(28 nm)/STO(5 nm)/
PTO(21 nm)/STO(5 nm))4 multilayers and (d) the corresponding in-plane strain map obtained from GPA. Besides vertically arranged flux-closure
domains, horizontal domains can be seen as outlined by dotted rectangles. The color scheme is the same as that in Figure 1.
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Information (Figure S2), and the same regularly arranged flux-
closure domain patterns were observed. These experimental
results indicate that due to the giant disclination strain induced
by closure domains, as we show in details later, the 2D
periodicity of vertical flux-closure arrays is still present in PTO/
STO multilayer films with very large thicknesses.
The horizontal period (w) of the flux-closure array in our

(PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm))4 multilayer film grown on the
GSO (001)pc substrate were estimated to be 38 nm, which is
about √2 times of the PTO thickness d (about 27 nm). This
relationship between d and w is consistent with that reported
previously.30 In the vertical direction, flux-closure quadrants
also arranged regularly. The main driving force for the
formation of this arranged domain pattern is supposed to be
the elastic energy: in the horizontal direction, the tensile strain
provided by the substrate facilitates the formation of flux
closure domains, while the accommodation of the strain states

of the flux closure domains in adjacent PTO layers results in the
periodicity in the vertical direction. Of course, the primary
condition is that all PTO layers are at the same thickness, so
that the flux-closure arrays could adopt the same period
according to the relationship between the flux closure domain
period and the PTO thickness.30 In the following, we show
some other multilayer films in which adjacent PTO layers adopt
different thicknesses.
Figure 2 shows the domain patterns of PTO/STO multilayer

films with adjacent PTO layers adopting a thickness ratio of 3/
4. Figure 2a is an HAADF-STEM image of PTO/STO
multilayers, in which four PTO and STO layers were grown
alternatively and the thicknesses of adjacent PTO layers are 24
and 18 nm, respectively. The corresponding GPA of in-plane
lattice strain (εxx) is shown in Figure 2b, where a-domains are
in red and c-domains are in green. From this strain map, a wavy
(green) characteristic in every PTO layer, which is similar to

Figure 3. Identification of 2D regularly arranged veritcal and horizontal flux-closure quadrants in the (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm)/PTO(12 nm)/
STO(4 nm))2 multilayered film grown on the GSO(001)pc substrate. The thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers is about 0.5. (a) A TEM image of
the PTO/STO multilayer film showing that periodic vertical flux-closure quadrants form in the 27 nm thick PTO layers, while horizontal flux-closure
quadrants periodically arrange in the 12 nm thick PTO layers. (b) An HAADF-STEM image of the film. (c, d) In-plane and out-of-plane lattice strain
maps of (b). (e,f) Out-of-plane and in-plane lattice rotation maps of (b). White and yellow arrows in (,f) denote 180° domain walls with positive and
negative lattice rotations, respectively. (g,h) Enlarged HAADF-STEM images showing domain structures in a 12 nm PTO layer. Yellow arrows in
(g,h) mark Ps directions. In (a,b,g,h), dashed lines and arrows are used to mark interfaces, domain walls, and polarization directions. The color
scheme is the same as that in Figure 1.
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that in Figure 1e, is revealed, suggesting a periodic clockwise
and counterclockwise vertical flux-closure domain pattern. A
PTO/STO multilayer film with eight PTO and STO layers was
also grown. The HAADF-STEM image and corresponding in-
plane strain map (εxx) in Figures 2c and 2d prove that this
domain pattern preserves to more layers though some “funnel”-
shaped a-domains (marked by white dotted boxes) are
occasionally present, which will be analyzed in detail in the
next paragraph. Although the thicknesses of adjacent PTO
layers are different, their horizontal periods (w) are the same
(see the strain maps in Figures 2b and 2d). In Figure 2a and 2b,
the horizontal period of the flux-closure arrays is estimated to
be about 30 nm, which is close to the average of the intrinsic
periods of the two PTO layers (the intrinsic periods of thick
and thin PTO layers are 33.9 and 25.5 nm, as determined by
w= √2d).30 This is suggested to be the result of a competition
between the two periods or strain states in the two PTO layers.
In Figures 2c and 2d, the horizontal period of the flux-closure
array is estimated to be about 41 nm, which is close to and even
somewhat larger than the intrinsic period of the thick PTO
layers (39.6 nm). The phenomenon shows that the formation
of “funnel”-shaped a-domains in the thin PTO layers helps relax
the strain, making the flux-closure arrays in the thick PTO
layers adopt their intrinsic period.
Then, we further enlarged the thickness difference between

adjacent PTO layers to let the thickness ratio be 1/2. Figure 3a
is a TEM BF image of the (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm)/
PTO(12 nm)/STO(4 nm))2 film. In the 27 nm PTO layers,
periodic “V”- and “Λ”-shaped domains, similar to those in
Figure 1a, are observed, which is a typical characteristic of the
alternate clockwise and counterclockwise flux-closure quad-
rants. However, the flux-closure arrays in the adjacent 27 nm
PTO layers show a phase shift of one-half period. A different
domain pattern appears in the 12 nm PTO layer which is
sandwiched by two 27 nm ones. In the HAADF-STEM image

of the multilayer film shown in Figure 3b, a few bright line
contrasts, which correspond to 90° and 180° domain walls, can
be identified. Figure 3c,d shows in-plane and out-of-plane
lattice strain maps of Figure 3b. From these strain maps, a- and
c-domains in the 12 nm PTO layer can be determined, where a-
domains look like “funnels”, and other areas are c-domains. A
periodic a- and c-domain pattern can be revealed, whose period
is equal to that of vertical flux-closure arrays in 27 nm PTO
layers (w = 38 nm), and the relationship between thickness and
period accords with the scaling law w = √2d in the thick (27
nm) PTO layer.30 To further analyze the domain pattern, in-
plane and out-of-plane lattice rotation were analyzed. Figure
3e,f shows the out-of-plane and in-plane lattice rotation maps.
In the a-domain area of the 12 nm PTO layer, horizontal 180°
domain walls can be identified (red and blue lines as indicated
by white and yellow arrows, Figure 3e), while vertical 180°
domain walls can be revealed in the c-domain areas (denoted
also by arrows, Figure 3f). According to the lattice rotation
values of these 180° domain walls, Ps directions can be
determined in each area (Figure 3b). Enlarged HAADF-STEM
images shown in Figure 3g,h give direct evidence of the PTO/
STO interface configuration and polarization directions in the
thin PTO layer. In Figure 3g, obvious wavy PTO/STO
interfaces are observed, which is an indication of the giant
disclination strain. In Figure 3h, the domain pattern with closed
head-to-tail dipole moments are determined by reversed Ti
displacement vectors with respect to their nearest Pb.30,45,46 We
can clearly see that a “funnel” and two nearby c-domains form a
symmetric 4-fold flux-closure quadrant.31 Because the 180°
domain walls lie horizontally, we label this kind of flux-closure
quadrants in terms of H domains in order to differentiate them
from the V domains in the 27 nm PTO layers, where the 180°
domain walls are vertically oriented. The PTO/STO interfaces
are found to be bent due to the large disclination strain.

Figure 4. Schematics and strain analyses of flux-closure domain patterns in PTO/STO multilayers. (a) Two dimensional distributions of V domains
in PTO layers when the thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers is 1. (b) Besides V domains, H domains were found in thin PTO layers when the
thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers is about 0.5. Yellow arrows indicate Ps directions. Navy blue and red lines denote 180° domain walls. Green
and light blue lines indicate 90° domain walls. (c,d) Schematics of lattice strain in vertical (c) and horizontal (d) flux-closure domain patterns, where
black grids denote PTO lattices. (e) A schematic shows that when the thickness of each PTO layer is the same, the formation of the neatly arranged
vertical flux-closure quadrants could prefer to accommodate the strain in each layer properly. (f) A schematic shows the case that the difference of
thicknesses of adjacent PTO layers is relatively large. In thick PTO layers, vertical flux-closure quadrants are periodically arranged, and the flux-
closure arrays in adjacent thick PTO layers have a phase shift of one-half period, whereas in the thin PTO layers, horizontal flux-closure quadrants
form to mediate the disclination strain of the two thick PTO layers. Arrows indicate Ps directions.
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In Figure 3, we can see that a combination of thick and thin
PTO layers shows some extent of periodicity in the vertical
direction. We further verify this tendency by growing a PTO/
STO film with a thickness ratio of one-half and having more
layers. The corresponding results are shown in Figures S3 and
S4. Figure S3 is a TEM BF image of a (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4
nm)/PTO(12 nm)/STO(4 nm))4 multilayer film, showing a
large area of domain morphology. In this image, a regularly
arranged domain pattern can be identified. V domains are
observed in the thick PTO layer while the domain pattern in
the thin PTO layer is not very clear. A further HAADF-STEM
image (Figure S4a) was taken and the corresponding out-of-
plane lattice strain mapping was conducted (Figure S4b). From
Figure S4b, we can clearly see that H-domains lie in the thin
PTO layer. If we consider one horizontal quadrant and two
vertical ones in adjacent PTO layers as a unit, a 2D periodicity
for this unit is formed and described by a parallelogram (this
unit is also plotted in Figure 3d). One basis vector is along the
horizontal direction and the other one is at an angle to the
vertical direction as denoted by arrows. As a result, the V and H
domains display periodicity in two dimensions.
Figure 4a,b shows schematic illustrations of the 2D

distribution of two types of flux-closure domains (correspond-
ing to Figures 1 and 3). For the films in which all the PTO
layers share identical thicknesses (Figure 4a), the 2D
periodicity of the flux closures is obvious. The films with
thickness ratio of about one-half (Figure 4b), the presence of
domains is also in a regular manner, especially in the thick PTO
layer. In the thin PTO layer, the 2D periodicity can be found in
the strain map (Figure 3b), and the H domains (see the middle
layer in Figure 4b) only show weak periodicity, since the curls
of these flux-closures seem to be random.
It is known that strains in oxide thin films play significant

roles in determining the microstructures and associated physical
properties.47,48 However, previous literatures usually focused on
the in-plane biaxial strain provided by substrates,48 while the
strain along out-of-plane direction was scarcely discussed. In

this work, we found that both in-plane and out-of-plane strains
play important roles in the formation of such highly ordered
domain patterns, from the perspective of the strain
accommodation. Figure 4c,d schematically shows the lattice
characteristics of a V domain and an H domain. The PTO layer
containing V domains becomes wavy due to the periodic
disclination strain. When PTO layers with identical thickness
are deposited layer-by-layer, the most natural packing style is
the one shown in Figure 4e where the periodic array of the
closures appears in the same way for all the PTO layers. This is
because the closure domains and the resultant strains in each
PTO layer have the same intrinsic period, and any horizontal
shift between PTO layers must result in large elastic energy.
Therefore, the V domains tend to arrange periodically not only
in a single PTO layer but also along the out-of-plane direction
of the multilayers, forming a 2D periodic closure domains
pattern. If adjacent PTO layers adopt different thicknesses and
the difference is relatively small (e.g., the adjacent PTO
thickness ratio is three-quarters), V domains could also form in
adjacent PTO layers. Since their intrinsic periods slightly differ
from each other, the two periods may interact to form an
averaged one, which is the case shown in Figure 2a,b. However,
when the thickness of the PTO/STO multilayer is increased
from 4 to 8 layers, not only V domains but also some H
domains are created (Figure 2c,d). We propose that it would be
more difficult to modulate the strain and reach an equilibrium
state in PTO/STO with more layers. Furthermore, the
emergence of a local H domain may suggest that this kind of
domain also contributes to the accommodation of the strain
when adjacent PTO layers adopt different thicknesses as stated
above. If the thickness difference of adjacent PTO layers is
relatively large (adjacent PTO thickness ratio is one-half), the
two intrinsic periods cannot be well matched by the formation
of V domains only, instead, a different domain pattern, like H
domains, is introduced in the thin PTO layer to appropriately
mediate this strain. From Figure 4f, we see that when a relative
shift of one-half period between the two wavy thick PTO layers

Figure 5. Phase diagram of the flux-closure domains as a result of energy minimization. (a) Total energy density in the multilayered PTO/STO
systems as the function of the thickness ratio. Four regions (I, II, III, and IV) can be found in which a1 and a2 domains (A), trapezoid a-domains (T),
horizontal flux-closures domains (H) and vertical flux-closure domains (V) are dominant, respectively. (b) Energy density differences of H domains
and T domains near the second transition. (c) Energy density differences of V domains and H domains near the third transition. (d−g) The domain
structure and electrostatic energy density maps for T domains (d,e) and H domains (f,g), respectively. One T domain is separated by two 90°
domain walls and occupies the whole PTO film in the vertical direction, as marked by a black trapezoid in (d). (h−k) The domain structures and
elastic energy density maps for H domains (h,i) and V domains (j,k), respectively. The thickness ratios in (d−g) and (h−k) are 0.43 and 0.71,
respectively, close to the two transition points.
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is present, the introduction of H domains can match the shape
of the two wavy layers perfectly.
To gain a deeper understanding of the formation of different

domain structures, we performed phase-field simulations to
systematically study the evolution of domain structures relative
to the variance of PTO thickness ratio. The model contains two
PTO and three STO layers that are alternatively arranged. To
keep pace with experimental results, the lower PTO layer was
set as 28 nm thick and filled with V domains. We systematically
changed the thickness of the upper PTO layer from 0 to 28 nm.
Figure 5a shows the variance of the total energy density as a
function of the thickness ratio. Depending on the energy
density distribution, four regions were outlined as marked by
“I”, “II”, “III”, and “IV”, in which four kinds of domains are
dominant, when the thickness ratio changes from 0 to 1. In the
region “I”, the polarizations in the upper PTO layer mainly lie
along [100] and [010] directions, as shown in Figure S5a. The
ferroelectric domains with [100] or [010] polarizations are
commonly marked as a-domains, so that this region is named as
“A”. In the second region, trapezoidal (where the symbol “T”
comes from) a-domains, separated by 90° domain walls from
vortices, are the most stable domain structure in the upper
PTO layer, as marked in Figure 5d. The domain structures in
the two regions are predicted by phase field simulations. In the
third region, H domains are favorable in the upper PTO layer,
as shown in Figure 5f and S5d. In the fourth region, V domains
are the most stable in the upper PTO layer, whose period is
exactly the same as the ones in the lower PTO layer, as shown
in Figure 5j and S5f. H and V domains in the regions “III” and
“IV” are experimentally observed, as shown in Figures 3 and 1,
respectively.
Actually, at a thickness ratio of about 0.1−0.2, the division

between the regions “I” and “II” is not very clear. In contrast,
the other two transition points (0.4 and 0.7) can be accurately
determined by spotting the positions at which the total energy
density difference (ΔEtot, blocks) between two domain
structures is zero, as shown in Figure 5b,c. The thickness
ratios in Figures 1 and 3 are about 1.0 and 0.5, which pertains
to the regions of “V” and “H”. Indeed, V and H domains were
observed in these two samples, respectively. In the case with the
thickness ratio of 0.75 shown in Figure 2, which approaches the
transition point between V and H domains, both V and H
domains can be found in Figure 2. This indicates that the
competition of these two different domain structures occurs
near the phase transition point. The phase diagram of the
domain structure vs the PTO thickness ratio established by the
phase field simulations is perfectly consistent with our
experimental results. In the following, we further analyze the
driving forces for the transitions between different domain
structures.
At the transition from T to H, the driving forces are the bulk

(diamonds) and electrostatic (downward triangles) energies
since ΔEbulk and ΔEelec are negative (Figure 5b), while the
gradient (round dots) and elastic (upward triangles) ones
hinder the transition for ΔEgrad and ΔEelas are positive (Figure
5b). At the transition from H to V, the case is just opposite
(Figure 5c): the gradient and elastic energies overwhelm the
bulk and electrostatic ones at the transition point. To further
validate the tendency, we select and cope with two transition
points: one is between T and H domains, and the other is
between H and V domains. Figure 5d−g exhibits the domain
structures and electrostatic energy distributions of T and H
domains in the multilayer systems with the thickness ratio of

0.43 (close to the first transition point). When the transition
occurs, the area of the interfaces between c-domains in the
upper PTO layer and the middle STO layer reduces, resulting
in the reduction of the depolarization field. As a result, the
electrostatic energy gets reduced. The bulk energy minimum is
reached when the polarization magnitude in every place adopts
the spontaneous one. In T domains, the stronger depolarization
field depresses the polarization, so that the bulk energy also
increases. As a result, H domains are stabilized. Figure 5h−k
displays the domain structures and elastic energy distributions
of H and V domains in the multilayer systems with the
thickness ratio of 0.71 (close to the second transition point).
The elastic energy is largely localized at the 180° domain walls.
As the transition happens, the amount of 180° domain walls
reduces, so does the elastic energy. The gradient energy also
concentrates at the 180° domain walls where the polarization
gradient is the largest, thus playing the same role as the elastic
energy. As a result, V domains are favorable. In addition, it is
worthwhile to point out that if the thickness ratio is below 0.4,
the domains may evolve into vortex-like patterns in thin PTO
layers, just like the case in ref 32.
In summary, we have designed and grown periodic arrays of

the ferroelectric flux-closure quadrants in PTO/STO multi-
layers. By tuning the thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers we
have obtained two configurations of the flux-closure array: one
with 180° domain walls perpendicular to the interfaces (V-
closure) and another with 180° domain walls parallel to the
interfaces (H-closure). When the PTO thickness is fixed in the
multilayer (thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers is 1), a
periodic V-type flux-closure array is observed in each PTO
layer. When the thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers ranges
at 0.4−0.7, a periodic V-type flux-closure array is identified in
the thicker PTO layer and a horizontal flux-closure array is
found in the thinner PTO layer. A phase diagram of flux-closure
domains versus thickness ratio of adjacent PTO layers is
established by phase field simulations and confirmed by
aberration corrected scanning transmission electron micro-
scopic observation. The controlled growth of the 2D flux-
closure domain array makes a great step toward the realization
of ferroelectric nanoscale devices.

■ METHODS
Film Deposition Details. (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm))4,

(PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm))8, (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm)/
PTO(12 nm)/STO(4 nm))2, and (PTO(27 nm)/STO(4 nm)/
PTO(12 nm)/STO(4 nm))4 multilayered films were deposited
on GSO (001)pc substrates by pulsed laser deposition, using a
Coherent ComPexPRO 201FKrF (λ = 248 nm) excimer laser.
Before deposition, the substrate was heated to 800 °C for 10
min to clean the substrate surface and then cooled down to the
film deposition temperature. When growing both PTO and
STO, a repetition rate of 4 Hz, substrate temperature of 700
°C, and oxygen pressure of 75 mTorr were used. During the
growth of PTO, a 3 mol % Pb-enriched sintered ceramic target
and laser energy of 350 mJ were used, while a stoichiometric
target and a laser energy of 250 mJ were used when growing
STO. After growth, the film was annealed at 700 °C in an
oxygen pressure of 0.5 atm for 10 min and then cooled to room
temperature slowly at a rate of 5 °C/min.

TEM Sample Preparation, (S)TEM Observation, and
Geometry Phase Analysis (GPA). The samples for the TEM
and STEM observation were prepared by slicing, grinding,
dimpling, and finally ion milling. TEM and HAADF-STEM
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images were recorded using aberration-corrected (scanning)
transmission electron microscopes (Titan Cubed 60-300 kV
microscope (FEI) equipped with double Cs corrector from
CEOS, and operated at 300 kV). Electron diffraction image was
recorded using JEM 2010 transmission electron microscopes
(JEOL). Strain analyses were based on GPA,38 which was
carried out using Gatan Digital Micrograph software.
Phase Field Simulation. The 3D phase-field models of the

multilayer PTO/STO system were constructed. The order
parameters were chosen as the three components of the
polarization vectors. The system energy was composed of bulk,
gradient, elastic, and electrostatic energies. The evolution of
polarizations was simulated by the time-dependent Ginzburg−
Landau equation: dPi/dt = −L·δF/δPi. The corresponding
energy functional formulas have been described in many
previous literatures.49,50 The simulation models were dis-
cretized as 512 × 2 × Nz. Choosing Ny = 2 means all domain
walls were parallel to the y-direction, which was exactly the
situation that we observe from a TEM image. The x- and y-
directions were in the periodic boundary condition and mixed
boundary condition was applied in the z-axis. The bottom of
the system is subject to a constant displacement due to the
misfit strain from the substrate, while the top of the system is in
a stress-free state. The Landau−Devonshire coefficients of PTO
and STO are adopted from previous literatures.49,51 At the
interface between PTO and STO, we assume these coefficients
change linearly across a certain zone. For the purpose of
simplicity, all other material parameters of the whole system are
taken as those of PTO, including the elastic constants, the
dielectric constants, and the electrostrictive coefficients.49
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